CLASSIC NORWEGIAN FJORDS (ROUNDTRIP)
This ultimate voyage is by Lonely Planet described as “The
World’s Most Beautiful Voyage”. We take you from Bergen to
Kirkenes and back in 12 days. See 34 ports and cover over
2,500 nautical miles, which allows you to explore every inch of
the coastal magic Norway has to offer. Any time of year, it’s a
voyage like no other. The drama of the scenery and the wildlife
will stir the explorer in you. 22 of the ports lie north of the Polar
Circle – and you will be given the opportunity to join excursions
tailor-made to match your exploration level. Whatever you miss
on the northbound sailing during night, you are able to see in
daylight on the southbound sailing. In the classics league There
is a reason famous travel routes are ‘famous.’ Each offers epic
landscapes and the distinctive ability to transport the traveller
through time and turn fleeting moments into life-long memories.
This Route rightly earns its place in the hall of fame of iconic
traveller routes along with other classics like the Orient Express,
Europe’s Danube, and the revered Route 66. On this trip you
get nothing but spectacular experiences. Visit cities like Bergen,
Ålesund and Trondheim, before we cross the Polar Circle and
sail into Tromsø. Southbound you get to see Lofoten and
Trollfjorden in broad daylight, before we sail along the
Helgeland coast, passing the Seven Sisters mountains. Let
yourself admire the overwhelmingly beautiful west coast on our
way to our final destination, Bergen. Spectacular seasons No
matter what time of the year you travel with us, you will be
surrounded by beautiful nature wherever you turn. Still, every
season has its own charm. Experience stunning shades of light
all over the coast, when sailing with us during wintertime. The
southern parts of Norway will have purple, yellow and

warm glowing skies as far south as Bergen. As you reach
Trondheim, the Lofoten Islands, Tromsø and the North Cape,
you have a chance to experience the Blue Hour when the
indirect sunlight creates a soul stirring blue light every morning
and evening. So on our winter voyages, you can experience a
great variety of beautiful types of light. With spring comes the
return of the warmth and daylight, which is like an infusion of
vitamins, kick-starting life along the Norwegian coast. The
migratory birds return, meaning the coast is teeming with life.
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Spring is also a time of celebration and May witnesses the
festivities of Norwegian National Day (17 May), when the
coastal communities become a blaze of colour and tradition.
We also visit the beautiful Lyngenfjord, with its majestic
mountain backdrop and unique nature. Summer is the most
popular time of year for exploring Norway’s coast. The long, light
days during the summer months seem to energise both nature
and people. Even as far south as Bergen, you can experience
19 hours of daylight. Flowers bloom, rivers fill with fish and
giant waterfalls cascade towards the ocean, creating a
picture-perfect setting for a summer holiday. North of the Arctic
Circle you can experience the Midnight Sun – a natural
phenomenon. Daylight in the middle of the night is an intense
experience, and you may have to force yourself to go to bed.
Our autumn sailings include a visit to the incredibly beautiful
Hjørundfjord. Majestic mountains surround this narrow fjord,
and we offer several excursions that let you explore this
spectacular area. Enjoy a spectacular voyage during this
season, as the fresh and clear coastal air enhances the intense
red and yellow that fills mountainsides, hilltops and woods.
From the deck, you may see the sharp profiles of the highest
peaks sprinkled with the first snow, against the background of
an ice blue sky. Gradually, the evenings get darker and the days
shorter. With a bit of luck, the Northern Lights will appear and
give you a magical experience. Make it your own Exactly how
you want to explore the Midnight Sun, the Northern Lights, the
delicious local food, and the natural beauty is entirely up to
you. On a roundtrip voyage with us, you will not only feel like an
explorer. You will be one. Please note: additional excursions are
available, please inquire for more details.
ITINERARY

Day 1: Bergen
Our expedition start in Bergen, a city surrounded by its famed seven
mountains. Before departure you may wish to explore this cultural gateway to
the fjords. After embarkation we invite you to enjoy our tasty dinner buffet,
based on the best ingredients from the coast. We sail north from Bergen along
the Hjeltefjord, the same route the Vikings once sailed to the Shetland Islands
and beyond – we are heading to the high north. Spend the rest of the evening
relaxing as you take in the spectacular landscapes, either from deck or in our
panorama lounges.

Day 2: Florø - Molde
If you wake up early the next day you have the chance to enjoy the
breathtaking beauty of the Nordfjord, followed by a delicious breakfast. As we
sail past the West Cape, we experience a rare venture into open sea. Then the
ship navigates through skerries and islands before reaching Ålesund. In the
summer months we set course for the spectacular UNESCO-listed
Geirangerfjord passing sheer, 800m cliffs and impressive waterfalls en route.
In autumn we explore Hjørundfjord, situated amidst the majestic Sunnmøre
Alps. In addition to the excursion “A taste of Norway”, we offer two new
mountain hikes here. Its seclusion and unspoiled natural landscape give this
fjord its special character. In winter you can enjoy a colourful and enlightening
presentation about the Aurora Borealis on board.

Day 3: Kristiansund - Rørvik
Today you wake up in beautiful Trondheim. The architecture and surroundings
in Trondheim create a beautiful and almost mythical setting for any outing,
whether you prefer a guided tour of the Nidaros Cathedral, kayaking on the
river Nid and into the city’s smaller channels, or a casual walk or by bicycle
through the Bakkland district. In autumn you can join the trip out to
Munkholmen. Originally this was an ancient place of execution, before
becoming a Benedictine monastery around the year 1000. In 1658 it was
made into a fortress and prison, and later a customs station. In the afternoon
the ship sets a northwest course, passing the beautiful Kjeungskjær lighthouse
and numerous charming islets and rocky outcrops. In autumn you can learn
more about navigation and lighthouses along the Norwegian coast during the
Captain’s talk. After passing through the narrow Stoksund, the ship arrives at
charming Rørvik.

Day 4: Brønnøysund - Svolvær
The Arctic Circle marks the border to the Arctic region. In summer this means
24-hour daylight - often referred to as the ‘Midnight Sun’. During autumn and
winter, being above this degree of latitude provides the best chances of
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experiencing the Northern Lights. We continue sailing along the beautiful coast
of Helgeland up to Bodø. In spring there will be a presentation on board where
your can learn more about the millions of migrating birds returning to the
Arctic Coast during the nesting period. Later this afternoon the sight of the
1,000m high Lofoten Wall will appear on the horizon. The charms of the
Lofoten Islands are revealed in all the small, picturesque fishing villages with
their bohemian atmosphere. In winter, crossing the Arctic Circle is when the
hunt for the Arctic light begins. We celebrate this with a presentation of ‘The
Magic Light, Aurora Borealis’, where you can experience this phenomenon via
pictures, words and music. After sailing through the narrow Raftsund, we stop
at the entrance to the enthralling Trollfjord. Here we serve freshly made fish
cakes out on deck. You will also hear the story of ‘The battle of Trollfjord’,
which took place here in the winter of 1890.

Day 5: Stokmarknes - Skjervøy
In summer, early birds can go ashore in Risøyhamn for our whale-watching
excursion. The ship continues to Tromsø for a prolonged stay. In winter and
spring you can complete your stay in Tromsø with a thrilling husky dog sledge
ride. If you want to experience the peace and tranquillity of the sea in
summer, why not join us on a kayaking excursion, or participate on a
mountain hike on one of the mountains close to the city. The air up here is
fresh and clear, and we get a beautiful view of the city and the impressive
mountain chains around it. After an exhilarating day in Tromsø, we continue
our northbound journey. In winter the Captain invites guests to taste stockfish
on deck. The ship is now sailing into the area along the coast where you have
the best chance of seeing the Northern Lights between September and March,
and we gather on deck to search for this breathtaking phenomenon.

different excursions. In winter you can join us on an unforgettable snowmobile
trip to one of Europe’s most extreme and exciting natural areas.

Day 7: Båtsfjord - Kirkenes - Berlevåg
Early birds can see Vadsø and just after breakfast we arrive in Kirkenes,
putting us at 30° East, further east than Istanbul and St. Petersburg. The
Russian border is close by, and you may find it intriguing that the road signs
are written in both Norwegian and Russian. Depending on the season, there
are several ways to make a visit to the Russian border. During spring you may
still be able to participate in our winter activities and excursions. You could
explore the Arctic winter on a snowmobile, driving over a frozen fjord. On our
dog sledge adventure the huskies eagerly transport you across the frozen
landscape, taking you through the arctic wilderness. You can also visit the
Snow Hotel and see the reindeer. Our Arctic bush craft excursion in autumn
provides you with an insight into this season; how people have harvested,
stored, hunted and fished for centuries. As the ship starts its voyage south,
you can first enjoy a wonderful lunch followed by views of arctic wilderness
from deck or the panorama lounge. There will be a presentation on Pomor
trade history in the winter season.The ports previously visited by night on the
northbound journey are now seen by day. In the afternoon the ship docks in
Vardø again, Norway’s easternmost port. Weather permitting, we may invite
you to experience ice bathing in the Arctic Ocean during winter season. On
board there will also be a presentation of "Life in the sea" in spring, and in
winter local Arctic divers will bring displays and give a lecture out on deck
about life in the ocean. We continue along the Varanger peninsula to Båtsfjord
before reaching Berlevåg in the evening.

Day 8: Mehamn - Tromsø

Day 6: Øksfjord - Berlevåg
Enjoy the magnificent sub-Arctic landscape as we cross the 71st parallel on
our journey towards the North Cape, the northernmost point on the continent.
In summer, you might see herds of grazing reindeer and small camps
belonging to the indigenous Sámi people. After brief early stops in
Hammerfest and Havøysund we arrive in Honningsvåg, the gateway to the
spectacular North Cape. Close to the North Cape you find one of the world’s
most exciting nature reserves, Gjesværstappan. Join the bird-watching safari
during spring and summer to experience Finnmark’s largest flock of puffins,
together with large numbers of kittiwakes. The Hurtigruten ship continues
north, sailing in the heartland of the indigenous Sámi people. We pass their
ancient sacred site, the rock formation Finnkirka, and as we approach our next
stop, the fishing village Kjøllefjord. Ever so often local fishermen visit us during
winter and spring to share their catch of the day (King Crab and Cod) with us
out on deck. Here you have the opportunity to learn more about the Sámi
people, as well as exploring the wonderful scenery all year round on our

In the middle of the night we dock at Mehamn, where it is possible to join an
unforgettable snowmobile trip through one of Europe’s most extreme and
exciting natural areas in winter. In Honningsvåg you can enjoy an excursion
and breakfast at the North Cape while discovering hidden parts of Finnmark.
Before stopping in Hammerfest, you can enjoy an ‘Energy coffee’ and a short
introduction to ‘Melkøya - The northernmost natural gas terminal’ on board. In
autumn we invite you to taste dried reindeer meat on deck. In Hammerfest you
can participate on a mountain hike or join a city guiding and see the
UNESCO-listed Meridian Column, erected in 1854 to commemorate the first
precise measurement of the globe. We continue south to Øksfjord. In winter
our crew will teach you how to tie maritime knots on deck. After crossing open
water, we will make a brief stop at the old trading post of Skjervøy before
sailing through the beautiful Lyngenfjord in spring. Surrounded by the snowy
peaks of the Lyngen Alps, we may be visited by a local fisherman and enjoy a
taste of local freshly caught prawns. We dock in Tromsø known as “the
gateway to the Arctic” just in time to enjoy a Midnight Concert at the Arctic
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Cathedral. Alternatively a walk around town will give you the chance to enjoy a
local brew in one of the many friendly pubs.

Day 9: Tromsø - Stamsund
We arrive at Harstad this morning, where you have the opportunity to
participate in one of the classics in Hurtigruten’s excursion programme: A
taste of Vesterålen. The Risøyrenna channel is just 7m deep, and was made
especially for Hurtigruten in the 1920s, providing an "inside route" between
Harstad and Sortland. The sand banks are visible through the clear, green
water. Risøyhamn is a small village with only 200 inhabitants, and we make a
short stop here to deliver passengers, groceries and mail. From this port you
can also join in on a spectacular whale watching experience during wintertime.
Then we continue via Sortland to Stokmarknes, where Hurtigruten was
founded more than 120 years ago. Continuing south it looks like we are
sailing straight into the mountain wall, but the captain finds an opening and
sails through the narrow Raftsund. As a tribute to the fishing history in this
region, our chef shows how to fillet the catch of the day on deck in winter.
Now we reach the spectacular Trollfjord, only 2km long and 100m wide, with
majestic mountains surrounding it. If the weather and time permits it – the
captain will take a detour in here. Join a sea eagle excursion to see the king of
birds up close. Reaching Svolvær, you can choose from several excursion
options in summer, spring and winter. From Svolvær we continue on to
Stamsund, where the majestic peaks of the huge Lofoten wall can be viewed.
We leave the islands during the evening and set course for the mainland.

with a wealth of opportunities in the fishing, shipbuilding and oil industries.
This town is now regarded as Norway’s ‘cured cod capital’ because of its long
time export of salted dry fish. Here you can join a trip to the Atlantic Road,
one of Norway’s most visited tourist destinations. As we cross the open sea to
Molde, known as the ‘city of roses’, you will notice the steep, grey, pointed
peaks of the Romsdal Alps.

Day 12: Ålesund - Bergen
During the night, the ship will call at Ålesund, Torvik, Måløy as the world’s
most beautiful voyage is drawing to a close. But before we dock in Bergen
there are still a few nautical miles of fascinating scenery ahead of us, such as
the picturesque Nordfjord below the enormous Jostedals glacier. We will make
a call at Florø, a modern town which is the oldest in Sogn og Fjordane county
and the westernmost in Norway. A few nautical miles south of Florø we
navigate the estuary of the mighty Sognefjord. You also get the best views of
the archipelago en route. And finally you disembark in Bergen.

Day 10: Bodø - Rørvik
Crossing the Arctic Circle at 66°33’N is an important ‘rite of passage’ today.
We celebrate this with a taste of our Arctic traditions out on deck. Another
highlight is sailing past the Seven Sisters mountain range. All seven
mountains are between 900 and 1,100 m high, and it is easy to understand
how these ‘ladies’ have inspired ancient myths. We take a short stop at
Nesna, an idyllic old trading post before moving on to Sandnessjøen. The
UNESCO World Heritage Site of the Vega Islands is close to our call in
Sandnessjøen and can be visited on an optional excursion during summer. In
Brønnøysund we offer an excursion to the Norwegian Aquaculture Centre.

Day 11: Trondheim - Ålesund
Today gives you another opportunity to explore the city of Trondheim. The city
walk through Trondheim is a journey through its 1,000-year history. Back on
board, the ship heads out of the majestic Trondheimsfjord, which is 170km
long and up to 25km wide. Like all other Norwegian fjords it is deep, 577m at
most. As we sail along the coast you’ll realise the importance of fish to
Norwegian coastal communities. Kristiansund’s location has provided the town
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YOUR SHIP: HURTIGRUTEN SHIPS
YOUR SHIP:

Hurtigruten Ships

VESSEL TYPE:
LENGTH:
PASSENGER CAPACITY:
BUILT/REFURBISHED:

Since 1893, the Hurtigruten ships have been a hallmark of the
Norwegian coast. Today, our ships sail to the Arctic and
Antarctica, and many destinations in between. On each ship
you will find modern facilities carefully blended with true
character.
MS Eirik Raude
MS Eirik Raude is designed to explore the magnificent
Norwegian coast and polar areas in ultimate comfort, with
advanced equipment and a sustainable profile. MS Eirik Raude
(MS Midnatsol prior to the makeover) is named for the Viking
explorer, also known as Eric the Red. He discovered, named
and settled Greenland in the 10th century. Like its namesake,
MS Eirik Raude is a great adventurer, meant to explore the
rugged Norwegian coastline all year long. MS Eirik Raude has a
modern design and progressive environmental profile. The
interior's bright, colourful decor is inspired by Norway's sunny
summer days, a motif reflected in many of the pieces of
Norwegian modern art on board. The vessel's sun deck and hot
tub are on deck 9. Key features on MS Eirik Raude include a
spacious, two-storey panorama lounge above the bow. Its
wall-to-wall windows bathe the

lounge in natural light and provide extraordinary views. MS Eirik
Raude is an ice class 1C ship and is equipped with advanced
technology that makes her exceptionally well suited for
expedition cruises in Norway.
MS Fridtjof Nansen
MS Fridtjof Nansen is the latest addition to Hurtigruten's fleet of
custom built ships - and the next generation expedition ship.
She will explore some of the most spectacular corners of the
globe. Featuring Hurtigruten's revolutionary battery hybrid
powered propulsion system, MS Fridtjof Nansen will be a near
identical twin to her sister ship MS Roald Amundsen. Combining
state of the art technology and premium on board experience
with Hurtigruten's 125 years of experience and unparalleled
destinations, the two Norwegian built ships introduces the next
generation of adventure travel.
MS Fram
The original Fram was the most famous explorer ship of its time,
and the achievements of her expeditions are unparalleled. MS
Fram brings on the heritage of the original Fram, using the most
advanced technology to make her exceptionally well suited for
expedition voyages in Polar Regions.
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MS Kong Harald
Norway's reigning monarch, a seasoned sailor, lends his name
to this remarkable vessel. MS Kong Harald was refurbished in
2016 and now features a modern, Arctic-inspired interior. On
board are three different restaurants, the Multe bakery and ice
cream bar, a sauna and fitness room. Out on deck you can
enjoy the view from one of our two hot tubs. There is a
comfortable bar at the front of the ship where you can enjoy a
nice traditional drink. The vessel also has a large compass area
were you find the reception, the Expedition Team, conference
room and shop. The top deck of the boat features a sun deck,
observation saloon and panorama lounge, all of which provide
splendid views of spectacular coastal scenery.
MS Lofoten
MS Lofoten - our old-time favourite - was launched in Oslo in
1964. The ship´s classic maritime style and informal
atmosphere inspires genuine nostalgia in her passengers. The
ship is named after the Lofoten archipelago, which lies just
north of the Arctic Circle. Famous for their dramatic scenery, the
islands are often described as `nature´s masterpiece'. With its
unique lounges and panoramic decks, MS Lofoten is inimitable
in its own right. Get ready for a classic Hurtigruten experience
onboard this beauty!
MS Maud
MS Maud is designed to take you on an expedition of the
Norwegian coast in maximum comfort, equipped for a
sustainable and memorable expedition. MS Maud, the current
MS Trollfjord, is named after one of the most famous polar
vessels of all time, Roald Amundsens "Maud" from 1917. The
original "Maud" got her name from the first Queen of
modern-day Norway. She also had her namesake in
Hurtigruten's 1925 flagship DS Dronning Maud ("DS Queen

Maud"). Today´s MS Maud is an ice class 1C ship equipped
with advanced technology that makes her exceptionally
well-suited for expedition cruises in Norway.
MS Nordkapp
MS Nordkapp is named after the northernmost point on
mainland Europe: North Cape (71ºN) - one of the geographical
highpoints you can visit on a Hurtigruten voyage. MS Nordkapp
was refurbished in 2016 and now features a modern,
Arctic-inspired interior. On board are three different restaurants,
a Multe bakery and ice cream bar, a sauna and fitness room.
Out on deck you can enjoy the view from one of our two hot
tubs. We also have a cosy bar at the front of the ship where you
can enjoy a nice traditional drink. The ship additionally has a
large compass area with reception, a tour guide, conference
room and shop. MS Nordkapp was christened by Norway´s
Queen Sonja in 1996 and her maiden voyage was to the
Shetland Islands. The ship started sailing the Norwegian coast
in April 1996. She has also sailed in Antarctica. Since 2007,
the vessel has been part of Hurtigruten´s fleet of ships
dedicated to sailing the Norwegian coastline.
MS Nordlys
Both the name and the interior design of this modern expedition
ship are inspired by the spectacular Northern Lights (Aurora
Borealis). The art, decor and colours employed aboard this ship
are all inspired by the northern lights. The delicate aesthetic
creates a distinct and unique on-board ambience. Passengers
are invited to relax after a long day experiencing Hurtigruten´s
various excursions and activities in comfy reclining chairs in the
one of the ship's lounges. In May 2019 MS Nordlys was
refurbished. All cabins got a makeover, while new cabin grades
were added. The upgrade saw a number of new features being
added to the ship.
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MS Nordstjernen
MS Nordstjernen is named after the North Star or Stella Polaris,
famous for helping seafarers find their way back home and the
Vikings to navigate the north. The ship was built for the Coastal
Voyage fleet in 1956 and extensively modernised in 2000 for
exclusive Arctic sailing. Today she takes explorers on adventures
in the waters around Spitsbergen. Despite modernisation, she
still retains the aura of an old Atlantic ship, restored to her
former splendour with new brass, classic wooden interiors and
all her original art. Out on deck you come extra close to the
untouched nature of the Polar Arctic and with roofs over a lot of
the deck space you can enjoy being outside, even in rough
weather. MS Nordstjernen is equipped with a dining room and
bar, a cafe, a panorama lounge and a library. Inside you'll find
cosy interior and exterior cabins, the majority of which have
upper and lower berths. All rooms and deck surfaces exhibit
that old, beautiful wood.
MS Nordnorge
MS Nordnorge is aptly named for northern Norway, most of
which lies above the Arctic Circle. MS Nordnorge was
refurbished in 2016 and now features a modern, Arctic-inspired
interior. On board are three different restaurants, the Multe
bakery and ice cream bar, a sauna and fitness room. Out on
deck you can enjoy the view from one of our two hot tubs. We
have a comfortable bar at the front of the ship where you can
enjoy a nice traditional drink. The vessel also has a large
compass area where you find the reception, a tour guide,
conference room and shop.
MS Otto Sverdrup
MS Otto Sverdrup is designed for exciting, sustainable
expedition cruises along the Norwegian coastline. MS Otto
Sverdrup (formerly MS Finnmarken) is named after a great

Norwegian polar hero. Sverdrup was the first person to ski
across Greenland, was a key member of polar expeditions and
was the captain of the legendary Arctic ship "Fram". He also
served as a Hurtigruten captain between expeditions. The
re-designed MS Otto Sverdrup is an ice class 1C ship. It's
equipped with advanced maritime technology that makes her
exceptionally well suited for expedition cruises in Norway.
MS Polarlys
Polarlys is Norwegian for `polar light´, and refers to the natural
Arctic phenomenon we pursue in winter. MS Polarlys was
refurbished in 2016 and now features a modern, Arctic-inspired
interior. On board are three different restaurants, the Multe
bakery and ice cream bar, a sauna and fitness room. Out on
deck you can enjoy the view from one of our two hot tubs. We
have a comfortable bar at the front of the ship where you can
enjoy a nice traditional drink. The vessel also has a large
compass area where you find the reception, the expedition
team, conference room and shop.
MS Roald Amundsen
In 2019, Hurtigruten added a brand new ship to its fleet: the
MS Roald Amundsen. The state of the art vessel features new
and environmentally sustainable hybrid technology that will
reduce fuel consumption and show the world that hybrid
propulsion on large ships is possible. MS Roald Amundsen is
the first of two hybrid ships Hurtigruten will add to its fleet over
the next few years. Emissions are cut by sailing with electrical
propulsion. Innovative sustainable technology reduces fuel
consumption and CO2-emissions on the ships by 20 percent.
Named after the first man to cross Antarctica and reach the
South Pole, MS Roald Amundsen leads the way towards an
even more sustainable way of travelling. The ship is specially
constructed for voyages in polar waters. It serves as a
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comfortable basecamp at sea - bringing adventurers from all
over the world to the most spectacular destinations in the most
sustainable way.
MS Richard With
MS Richard With proudly carries the name of Hurtigruten's
founder. It is aptly designed and built in classic maritime style.
When Captain Richard With established the Norwegian Coastal
Express in 1893, he made an enormous impact on life along
the Norwegian coastline. The MS Richard With lives up to that
legacy. Relax in the ship´s panorama lounges and take in the
unforgettable views of remarkable coastal scenery, much of it
the same as when the first Hurtigruten boats sailed by more
than a century ago. Beautiful art throughout the ship´s interior
adds contemporary elegance to the vessel´s maritime
ambience.
MS Spitsbergen
Our new ship, MS Spitsbergen will take you on a voyage beyond
the ordinary. MS Spitsbergen is named after the crown jewel of
Arctic Norway - the Svalbard archipelago and its biggest island,
Spitsbergen. Hurtigruten has a long history of travelling to
Spitsbergen, beginning in 1896 with the `Sports Route´. MS
Spitsbergen cruises along the Norwegian coast from September
to May, and becomes part of our global Explorer sailings during
the rest of the year. After complete reconstruction, MS
Spitsbergen joined the Hurtigruten fleet in 2016. The ship
features high technical standards as well as comfortable,
modern public areas and cabins. The vessel´s fresh
Scandinavian design reflects a colour palette derived from the
sea. She is modern and environmentally progressive, and we
plan further improvements that will reduce emissions and fuel
consumption even more. The new ship's maneuverability and
optimal size make her quite suitable for exploring polar waters.

MS Trollfjord
The ship is named after the spectacular Trollfjord in Lofoten.
Inside she provides spectacular comfort, modern facilities and
interior design that makes extensive use of Norwegian wood and
stone. The art exhibited aboard ship includes original paintings
that were once on board the old Hurtigruten ship, MS Harald
Jarl. MS Trollfjord´s sun deck and hot tub are on deck 9. The
ship´s spacious, two-storey panorama lounge is above the bow.
Its wall-to-wall windows bathe the lounge in natural light and
provide extraordinary views.
MS Vesteralen
MS Vesteralen is named after the first Hurtigruten ship that
sailed along Norway´s rugged coastline in 1893. She is one of
our smaller boats and has an intimate on-board atmosphere.
MS Vesteralen provides passengers an authentic heritage
experience. In its exciting programme you will learn more about
the ship´s maritime operations, logistics and hotel operations.
You will get an opportunity to get closer to the Hurtigruten
operation and to learn more about the operation along the
Norwegian coast.
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INSIDE YOUR SHIP
Arctic Superior. From

Expedition Suite. From

Polar Inside. From

Polar Outside. From
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PRICING
11-May-2022 to 22-May-2022
U2D - Arctic Superior

3299 GBP pp

Arctic Superior. From

0 pp

Expedition Suite. From

0 pp

Polar Outside. From

0 pp

Polar Inside. From

0 pp

13-Jun-2022 to 24-Jun-2022
Polar Inside. From

5207 AUD pp

Polar Outside. From

5332 AUD pp

Expedition Suite. From

7000 AUD pp

Arctic Superior. From

12462 AUD pp

U2D - Arctic Superior

0 pp

09-Sep-2022 to 20-Sep-2022
Arctic Superior. From

3340 GBP pp

Expedition Suite. From

0 pp

Polar Outside. From

5539 AUD pp

Polar Inside. From

0 pp
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